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Figure 1: Contrast-enhanced CT angiography data set.(a) Gradient-magnitude opacity-modulation.(b) Direct volume render-
ing. (c) Direct volume rendering with cutting plane.(d) Context-preserving volume rendering.

Abstract
In volume rendering it is very difficult to simultaneously visualize interior and exterior structures while preserving
clear shape cues. Very transparent transfer functions produce cluttered images with many overlapping structures,
while clipping techniques completely remove possibly important context information. In this paper we present a
new model for volume rendering, inspired by techniques from illustration that provides a means of interactively
inspecting the interior of a volumetric data set in a feature-driven way which retains context information. The
context-preserving volume rendering model uses a function of shadingintensity, gradient magnitude, distance to
the eye point, and previously accumulated opacity to selectively reduce the opacity in less important data regions. It
is controlled by two user-specified parameters. This new method represents an alternative to conventional clipping
techniques, shares their easy and intuitive user control, but does not suffer from the drawback of missing context
information.

Categories and Subject Descriptors(according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and Realism

1. Introduction

Theoretically, in direct volume rendering every single sam-
ple contributes to the final image allowing simultaneous vi-
sualization of surfaces and internal structures. However, in
practice it is rather difficult and time-demanding to spec-
ify an appropriate transfer function. Due to the exponential

attenuation, objects occluded by other semi-transparent ob-
jects are difficult to recognize. Furthermore, reducing opaci-
ties also results in reduced shading contributions per sample
which causes a loss of shape cues, as shown in Figure1 (a).
One approach to overcome this difficulty is to use steep
transfer functions, i.e., those with rapidly increasing opac-
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Figure 2: Technical illustration using ghosting to display in-
terior structures.

ities at particular value ranges of interest. This may increase
depth cues by creating the appearance of surfaces within the
volume, but it does so by hiding all information in some re-
gions of the volume, sacrificing a key advantage of volume
rendering. Figure1 (b) shows an example.

Thus, volume clipping usually plays a decisive role in un-
derstanding 3D volumetric data sets. It allows us to cut away
selected parts of the volume, based on the position of vox-
els in the data set. Very often, clipping is the only way to
uncover important, otherwise hidden, details of a data set.
However, as these clipping operations are generally not data-
aware they do not take into account features of the volume.
Consequently, clipping can also remove important context
information leading to confusing and partly misleading re-
sult images as displayed in Figure1 (c).

In order to resolve these issues, we propose to only sup-
press regions which do not contain strong features when
browsing through the volume. Our idea is based on the ob-
servation that large regions of high lighting intensity usually
correspond to rather homogenous areas which do not con-
tain characteristic features. While thepositionandshapeof
specular highlights, for example, give good cues for perceiv-
ing the curvature of a surface, the area inside the highlight
could also be used to display other information. Thus, we
propose to make this area transparent allowing the user to
see the interior of the volume.

In illustration, when artists want to visualize specific in-
ternal structures as well as the exterior, the use ofghosting
is common where less significant items are reduced to an il-
lusion of transparency. For example, rather flat surfaces are
faded from opaque to transparent to reveal the interior of an
object. Detailed structures are still displayed with high opac-
ity, as shown in the technical illustration in Figure2. The
goal of this illustration technique is to provide enough hints
to enable viewers to mentally complete the partly removed
structures.

Using our idea of lighting-driven feature classification,
we can easily mimic this artistic concept in an illustra-

tive volume rendering model. Our approach allows context-
preserving clipping by adjusting the model parameters. The
approach of clipping planes is extended to allow feature-
aware clipping. Figure1 (d) shows a result achieved with
out method - the blood vessels inside the head are revealed
while preserving context information.

2. Related Work

We draw our inspiration mainly from three areas of re-
search in volume visualization: volume clipping, illustrative
volume rendering, and transfer functions. The term illus-
trative volume rendering refers to approaches dealing with
feature enhancement, alternative shading and compositing
models, and related matters, which are usually called non-
photorealistic volume rendering methods. We believe that
the adjective illustrative more accurately describes the na-
ture of many of these techniques.

Volume Clipping. There are approaches which try to
remedy the deficiencies of simple clipping planes by using
more complex clipping geometry. Weiskopf et al. [WEE02,
WEE03] presented techniques for interactively applying ar-
bitrary convex and concave clipping objects. Konrad-Verse
et al. [KVPL04] use a mesh which can be flexibly deformed
by the user with an adjustable sphere of influence. Zhou et
al. [ZDT04] propose the use of distance to emphasize and
de-emphasize different regions. They use the distance from
the eye point to directly modulate the opacity at each sample
position. Thus, their approach can be seen as a generalization
of binary clipping. Volume sculpting, proposed by Wang and
Kaufman [WK95], enables interactive carving of volumetric
data. An automated way of performing clipping operations
has been presented by Viola et al. [VKG04]. Inspired by cut-
away views, which are commonly used in technical illustra-
tions, they apply different compositing strategies to prevent
an object from being occluded by a less important object.

Illustrative Volume Rendering. A common illustra-
tive method is gradient-magnitude opacity-modulation.
Levoy [Lev88] proposed to modulate the opacity at a sam-
ple position using the magnitude of the local gradient. This
is an effective way to enhance surfaces in volume rendering,
as homogeneous regions are suppressed. Based on this idea,
Ebert and Rheingans [ER00, RE01] presented several illus-
trative techniques which enhance features and add depth and
orientation cues. They also propose to locally apply these
methods for regional enhancement. Using similar methods,
Lu et al. [LME∗02] developed an interactive direct volume
illustration system that simulates traditional stipple draw-
ing. Csébfalvi et al. [CMH∗01] visualize object contours
based on the magnitude of local gradients as well as on
the angle between viewing direction and gradient vector us-
ing depth-shaded maximum intensity projection. The con-
cept of two-level volume rendering, proposed by Hauser et
al. [HMBG01], allows focus+context visualization of vol-
ume data. Different rendering styles, such as direct volume
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rendering and maximum intensity projection, are used to em-
phasize objects of interest while still displaying the remain-
ing data as context.

Transfer Functions. Multi-dimensional transfer func-
tions have been proposed to extend the classification space
and thus allow better selection of features. These transfer
functions take into account derivative information. For ex-
ample, Kindlmann et al. [KWTM03] use curvature informa-
tion to achieve illustrative effects, such as ridge and valley
enhancement. Lum and Ma [LM04] assign colors and opac-
ities as well as parameters of the illumination model through
a transfer function look up. They apply a two-dimensional
transfer function to emphasize material boundaries using
illumination. While there are many advantages of multi-
dimensional approaches, they also have some issues: it is, for
example, difficult to develop a simple and intuitive user in-
terface which allows the specification of multi-dimensional
transfer functions. One possible solution was presented by
Kniss et al. [KKH01] who introduce probing and classifica-
tion widgets.

The main contribution of this paper is a new illustrative
volume rendering model which incorporates the functional-
ity of clipping planes in a feature-aware manner. It includes
concepts from artistic illustration to enhance the information
content of the image. Cumbersome transfer function specifi-
cation is simplified and no segmentation is required as fea-
tures are classified implicitly. Thus, our approach is espe-
cially well-suited for interactive exploration.

3. The Context-Preserving Volume Rendering Model

Lighting plays a critically important role in illustrating sur-
faces. In particular, lighting variations provide visual cues
regarding surface orientation. This is acknowledged by Lum
and Ma [LM04], who highlight material boundaries by us-
ing two-dimensional lighting transfer functions. In contrast,
in our approach the lighting intensity serves as an input to
a function which varies the opacity based on this informa-
tion, i.e., we use the result of the shading intensity function
to classify features.

3.1. Background

We assume a continuous volumetric scalar fieldf (Pi). A
sample at positionPi is denoted byfPi . We denote the gra-
dient at positionPi by gPi = ∇ f (Pi). We use ˆgPi for the nor-
malized gradient and‖gPi‖ for the gradient magnitude nor-
malized to the interval[0..1], where zero corresponds to the
lowest gradient magnitude and one corresponds to the high-
est gradient magnitude in the data set.

A discrete approximation of the volume rendering integral
along a viewing ray uses the front-to-back formulation of the
over operator to compute the opacityαi and the colorci at
each step along the ray:

αi = αi−1 +α(Pi) · (1−αi−1)
ci = ci−1 +c(Pi) ·α(Pi) · (1−αi−1)

(1)

α(Pi) andc(Pi) are the opacity and color contributions at
positionPi , αi−1 andci−1 are the previously accumulated
values for opacity and color.

For conventional direct volume rendering using shading,
α(Pi) andc(Pi) are defined as follows:

α(Pi) = αt f ( fPi )
c(Pi) = ct f ( fPi ) ·s(Pi)

(2)

αt f andct f are the opacity and color transfer functions;
they map an opacity and color to each scalar value in the
volumetric function.s(Pi) is the value of the shading inten-
sity at the sample position.

For the Phong-Blinn model using one directional light
source,s(Pi) is:

s(Pi) = cd ·
∥

∥L̂ · ĝPi

∥

∥+cs ·
(∥

∥Ĥ · ĝPi

∥

∥

)ce +ca (3)

cd, cs, andca are the diffuse, specular, and ambient light-
ing coefficients, respectively, andce is the specular expo-
nent.L̂ is the normalized light vector and̂H is the normal-
ized half-way vector. For conventional direct volume ren-
dering, the opacity at pointPi is only determined by the
scalar valuefPi and the opacity transfer function. Gradient-
magnitude opacity-modulation additionally scales the opac-
ity by the gradient magnitude, causing an enhanced dis-
play of boundaries. Thus, for gradient-magnitude opacity-
modulationα(Pi) is defined in the following way:

α(Pi) = αt f ( fPi ) · ‖gPi‖ (4)

3.2. Model

In direct volume rendering, the illumination intensity nor-
mally does not influence the opacity at a sample position.
Large regions of highly illuminated material normally cor-
respond to rather flat surfaces that are oriented towards the
light source. Our idea is to reduce the opacity in these re-
gions. Regions, on the other hand, which receive less light-
ing, for example contours, will remain visible.

Therefore we choose to use the result of the shading in-
tensity functions(Pi) for opacity modulation. Furthermore,
as we want to mimic - to a certain extent - the look and feel
of a clipping plane, we also want to take the distance to the
eye point into account. For viewing rays having already ac-
cumulated a lot of opacity, we want to reduce the attenuation
by our model. The total effect should also take the gradient
magnitude into account.
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Figure 3: Context-preserving volume rendering of a contrast-enhanced CT angiography data set using different values forκt

andκs. Columns have the sameκt value and rows have the sameκs value.

These requirements lead us to the following equation for
the opacity at each sample positionPi :

α(Pi) = αt f ( fPi ) · ‖gPi‖
(κt ·s(Pi)·(1−‖Pi−E‖)·(1−αi−1))

κs

(5)

‖gPi‖ is the gradient magnitude ands(Pi) is the shading
intensity at the current sample position. A high value ofs(Pi)
indicates a highlight region and decreases opacity. The term
‖Pi −E‖ is the distance of the current sample position to the
eye point, normalized to the range[0..1], where zero corre-
sponds to the sample position closest to the eye point and
one corresponds to the sample position farthest from the eye

point. Thus, the effect of our model will decrease as dis-
tance increases. Due to the term 1−αi−1 structures located
behind semi-transparent regions will appear more opaque.
The influence of the product of these three components is
controlled by the two user-specified parametersκt and κs.
The parameterκt roughly corresponds - due to the position-
dependent term 1− ‖Pi −E‖ - to the depth of a clipping
plane, i.e., higher values reveal more of the interior of the
volume. This is the one parameter the user will modify in-
teractively to explore the data set. The effect of modifying
κs is less pronounced - its purpose is to allow control of
the sharpness of the cut. Higher values will result in very
sharp cuts, while lower values produce smoother transitions.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: CT scan of a tooth rendered with three different
techniques.(a) Gradient-magnitude opacity-modulation.(b)
Direct volume rendering with clipping plane.(c) Context-
preserving volume rendering.

Figure 3 shows results for different settings ofκt and κs.
It can be seen that asκt increases more of the interior of
the head is revealed - structures on the outside are more and
more reduced to the strongest features. An increase inκs

causes a sharper transition between attenuated and visible
regions. A further property of this model is that it is a unify-
ing extension of both direct volume rendering and gradient-
magnitude opacity-modulation. Ifκt is set to zero, the opac-
ity remains unmodified and normal direct volume rendering
is performed. Likewise, whenκs is set to zero, the opacity is
directly modulated by the gradient magnitude.

4. Results

We experimented with the presented model using a wide va-
riety of volumetric data sets. We have found that our ap-
proach makes transfer function specification much easier, as
there is no need to pay special attention to opacity. Normally,
tedious tuning is required to set the right opacity in order to
provide good visibility for all structures of interest. Using
the context-preserving volume rendering model, we just as-
sign colors to the structures and use the parametersκt and
κs to achieve an insightful rendering. Opacity in the trans-
fer function is just used to suppress certain regions, such as
background. This contrasts the usual direct volume render-
ing approach, where opacity specification is vital in order
to achieve the desired visual result. In many cases, however,
good results are difficult and laborious to achieve. For ex-
ample, for structures sharing the same value range, as it is
often the case with contrast-enhanced CT scans, it is impos-
sible to assign different opacities using a one-dimensional
transfer function. If one object is occluding the other, set-
ting a high opacity will cause the occluded object to be com-
pletely hidden. Using high transparency, on the other hand,
will make both objects hardly recognizable. Our method in-
herently solves this issue, as it bases opacity not only on data
values, but also includes a location-dependent term. Thus, a
key advantage of our approach is that it reduces the com-

(a)

Image courtesy of Nucleus Medical Art
Copyright c©2004 Nucleus Medical Art, Inc. All rights reserved.

http://www.nucleusinc.com

(b)

Figure 5: Comparing context-preserving volume rendering
to illustration.(a) Context-preserving volume rendering of a
hand data set.(b) Medical illustration using ghosting.

plexity of transfer function specification. In the following,
we present some results achieved with our model in com-
bination with a one-dimensional color transfer function. No
segmentation was applied.

Figure4 shows the tooth data set rendered with gradient-
magnitude opacity-modulation, direct volume rendering us-
ing a clipping plane, and context-preserving volume render-
ing using the same transfer function. Gradient-magnitude
opacity-modulation shows the whole data set but the over-
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Figure 6: Contrast-enhanced CT scan of a leg rendered us-
ing context-preserving volume rendering.

lapping transparent structures make the interpretation of the
image a difficult task. On the other hand, it is very difficult
to place a clipping plane in a way that it does not cut away
features of interest. Using context-preserving volume ren-
dering, the clipping depth adapts to features characterized
by varying lighting intensity or high gradient magnitude.

Figure5 and Figure6 show CT scans of a hand and a leg
rendered using our model. These images have a strong re-
semblance to medical illustrations using theghostingtech-
nique, as can be seen by comparing Figure5 (a) and (b).
By preserving certain characteristic features, such as creases
on the skin, and gradually fading from opaque to transpar-
ent, the human mind is able to reconstruct the whole object
from just a few hints while inspecting the detailed internal
structures. This fact is commonly exploited by illustrators
for static images. For interactive exploration the effect be-
comes even more pronounced and causes a very strong im-
pression of depth.

Finally, Figure7 shows a CT scan of a human torso. While
the image shows many of the features contained in the data
set, no depth ambiguities occur as the opacity is selectively
varied.

As some of the strengths of our model are most visible in
animated viewing, several supplementary video sequences
are available for download at:http://www.cg.tuwien.
ac.at/research/vis/adapt/2004_cpvr

5. Discussion

The context-preserving volume rendering model presents an
alternative to conventional clipping techniques. It provides
a simple interface for examining the interior of volumet-
ric data sets. In particular, it is well-suited for medical data

Figure 7: Contrast-enhanced CT scan of a torso rendered
using context-preserving volume rendering.

which commonly have a layered structure. Our method pro-
vides a mechanism to investigate structures of interest that
are located inside a larger object with similar value ranges,
as it is often the case with contrast-enhanced CT data. Land-
mark features of the data set are preserved. Our approach
does not require any form of pre-processing, such as seg-
mentation. The two parametersκt andκs allow intuitive con-
trol over the visualization:κt is used to interactively browse
through the volume, similar to the variation of the depth of a
clipping plane;κs normally remains fixed during this process
and is only later adjusted to achieve a visually pleasing re-
sult.

While we have found that these parameters provide suffi-
cient control, a possible extension is to make them data de-
pendent, i.e., they are defined by specifying a transfer func-
tion. This increases the flexibility of the method, but also
raises the burden on the user, as transfer function specifica-
tion is a complex task. Thus, we propose a hybrid solution
between both approaches. We keep the global constantsκt

and κs, but their values are modulated by a simple func-
tion of the scalar value. In Equation5, κt is replaced by
κt ·λt( fPi ) andκs is replaced byκs ·λs( fPi ). Bothλt andλs

are real-valued functions in the range[0..1]. For example, the
user can specify zero forλt to make some regions impene-
trable. Likewise, settingλs to zero for certain values ensures
pure gradient-magnitude opacity-modulation. If one of these
functions has a value of one, the corresponding global pa-
rameter remains unchanged. Figure8 (a) shows the visible
human male CT data set rendered using just the global pa-
rameters, while in Figure8 (b) bone is made impenetrable
by settingλt to zero for the corresponding values. Further
degrees of freedom of our method are provided by its close
connection to the illumination model. By changing the direc-
tion of a directional light source, for example, features can be
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(a) (b)

Figure 8: Context-preserving volume rendering of the vis-
ible human male CT data set.(a) Only global parameter
settings are used.(b) Bone is made impenetrable by using
data-dependent parameters.

interactively highlighted or suppressed, based on their ori-
entation. Modifying the diffuse and specular factors will re-
sult in a variation of directional dependency, while adjusting
the ambient component has a global influence. As means of
changing these illumination properties are included in every
volume visualization system, this additional flexibility will
not increase the complexity of the user interface.

Our method does not pose any restrictions on the type of
transfer function used. The model could be applied to mod-
ulate the opacity retrieved from a multi-dimensional transfer
function without changes. Likewise, the modulation func-
tions λt andλs could be multi-dimensional. For reasons of
simplicity, we have only considered simple one-dimensional
transfer functions in this paper.

6. Implementation

The implementation of context-preserving volume render-
ing is straight-forward, as it only requires a simple addi-
tion in the compositing routine of an existing volume ren-
dering algorithm. The model only uses quantities which are
commonly available in every volume renderer, such as gra-
dient direction and magnitude and the depth along a viewing
ray. We have integrated this method into a high-quality soft-
ware volume ray casting system for large data [GBKG04a,
GBKG04b]. It could also be used in an implementation us-
ing graphics hardware, such as GPU-based ray casting pre-
sented by Krüger and Westermann [KW03].

In our implementation, the most costly part of the context-

preserving volume rendering model are the exponentiations.
However, as with the specular term of the Phong illumina-
tion model, it is sufficient to approximate the exponentia-
tion with a function that evokes a similar visual impression.
Schlick [Sch94] proposed to use the following function:

xn ≈
x

n−nx+x
(6)

Thus, we can approximate the two exponentiations used
by our model in the following way:

x(a·y)b

≈
x · (b+a ·y−a ·b ·y)

a ·y+b · (a ·x ·y)
(7)

This can be efficiently implemented using just 4 multi-
plications, 2 additions, 1 subtraction, and 1 division. In our
implementation, this optimization reduced the cost from a
15% to a 5% increase compared to normal direct volume
rendering.

7. Conclusions

The focus of our research was to develop an effective al-
ternative to conventional clipping techniques for volume vi-
sualization. It preserves context information when inspect-
ing the interior of an object. The context-preserving volume
rendering model is inspired by artistic illustration. The opac-
ity of a sample is modulated by a function of shading in-
tensity, gradient magnitude, distance to the eye point, and
previously accumulated opacity. The model is controlled by
two parameters which provide a simple user-interface and
have intuitive meaning. Context-preserving volume render-
ing is a unifying extension of both direct volume render-
ing and gradient-magnitude opacity-modulation and allows
a smooth transition between these techniques. The approach
simplifies transfer function specification, as the user only
needs to specify constant opacity for structures of interest.
Variation of the parameters of the model can then be used to
interactively explore the volumetric data set. The achieved
results have a strong resemblance to artistic illustrations and,
thus, despite their increased information content, are very
easy to interpret. Furthermore, as this approach adds little
complexity to conventional direct volume rendering, it is
well-suited for interactive viewing and exploration. For fu-
ture work, it might be interesting to alter further properties
(e.g., color or compositing mode) in addition to opacity us-
ing the presented concept.

We believe that research dealing with the inclusion of low-
level and high-level concepts from artistic illustration is very
beneficial for the field of volume visualization. The continu-
ation of this research will include the further investigation of
the presented approach as well as other illustrative volume
rendering techniques in the context of an automated intent-
based system for volume illustration [SF91].
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